
 

R Kelly Trapped In The Closet 33-40 |VERIFIED|

R. Kelly still straddles the fine line between heterosexual virility and what is described as the same-sex sissy gang - though again, his show was almost solely male. The audience at X Factor was predominantly male too - when the show returned from a commercial break Kelly was still singing to a crowd overwhelmingly comprised of men in their 20s and 30s. R. Kelly may have more in common with the Prince ethos, than his upbringing suggests, But that doesn't mean he can't dance. Last week it was a Prince tribute ! The man has a sense of irony. And he's an expert on choreographing his own success. He's one of the few people who can pull off wearing stilettos and hanging an umbrella out of a window! It's not even raining, but R. Kelly has sense enough to know that looks are very important. The veteran musician typically
disdains the tried-and-tested product and leaves the safe-corner to test out the waters on new technologies and forms in which the public might be more receptive. R. Kelly always has a fresh face of attitude to sell, but with Trapped in the Closet he's going for a feature on a new level. It feels quite similar to Michael Jackson's Thriller, the first film to be made into a TV series. It's just so edgy! It's almost like urban operetta, I'm going to reinvent the show, I'm going to reinvent the album,' Kelly told the New York Times backstage after the performance. Not only are these songs untamed on paper, but they also sound absolutely incredible. Theyre such different songs, too, from the vibe of Trapped in the Closet to the style of The Piano.
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Kelly also did some much-needed PR work for the Chicago Police Department in August by sending a series of personal tweets to show his support. "Thank you to CPD for the support," he wrote in one that still stood on his Twitter profile on Thursday afternoon. "To everyone I've ever worked with, thank you. Everyone that supported
me at one time or another, know I'm forever indebted. A little love is key.." Even more notably, a spokesperson for the city of Chicago confirmed Thursday that the singer is currently serving as a Chicago police chaplain. Kelly previously served as a defendant in a police corruption scandal in 2002, as well as a New York Police

Department chaplain. The latter incident was the subject of the OJ Simpson 'Case Closed' documentary, which also featured a detailed look into Chicago police corruption and Kelly's involvement. In 2002, Kelly was accused of sexually assaulting two women, who he also recorded sexually abusing. The women were strangled in one
case, and hit in the head with a blunt object in the other. The singer beat both cases, however. The only trial that proceeded was one for child pornography, for which he was acquitted. Kelly's legal problems began in 1999 when he was accused of paying a minor for sex, a charge that he was acquitted of in 2002. After his acquittal,
Kelly faced no further charges. Kelly's run-in with the NYPD came at the height of the NYPD's finest hour - after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. An investigation into the death of a high-level undercover cop who was allegedly shot by Kelly's protege, Abdoulaye Ndiaye, uncovered evidence of corruption in the department.
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